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Abstract: In the rapid growth environment, internet plays a vital role in each and every one’s life. As to reach 

high performance communication in the network, electronic devices are the most important element to forward   

multimedia messages from one place to another place. Whenever unaccountable messages are passing from one 

node to another node there are heavy collision and congestion in the network because of high frequency audio 

and video signal movements. Hence electronic devices are undergoing complicated   situation to forward   this 

heavy loaded messages from one node to another node. On Such conditions   electronic devices which are kept 

between nodes like router, Switches, Bridges, gateways are working for a long time, which causes heat 

dissipation. Because of this heat dissipation large numbers of messages which are packets are discarded. In this 

paper, Packet Tracer software used to identify the packet movements in the network after implementing 

upgraded virtual Router design and focussing to reduce those discarding packet due to heat dissipation in buffer.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In internet communication numerous packets are moving in the network. Those packets are passing through the 

high speed network which is fully designed by electronic devices. Router plays vital role in the network to 

forward the Messages. All the digital messages are converted into small fragments called datagram. 

Information used to forward an IP Datagram to its destination. Routers forwarded those IP datagram from node 

to node which is having multiple routes to reach a destination. Path diversity is a mesh network in which packets 

can take different routes depending on the current status of each backbone and router in the vicinity. Large 

diversity in path diversity. “Depends on network design High level of path diversity in Sprint 

network.Extracting path diversity is challenging " Inferred topologies are not representative of path diversity " 

Getting real data is unrealistic 

 
 

Role of Router : Router works at two different levels: Physical level & Logical level: i) A layer 2 (Data link 

layer) forwarding table ii) A layer 3 routing table (network layer).The forwarding table contains IP network 

IDs to which the node (host or router) belong. A network ID (IP domain) is the first n bits in an IP address. 

The forwarding table is used to recognize IP-packets destination for hosts that are attached to 

the same network as the host itself. The forwarding table contains IP network IDs. A routing 

table containing IP network Router receives an IP packet and it first extracts the destination IP address. First, it 

checks whether the destination IP address is one of the IP addresses in the forwarding table. If it is present the IP 

packet is sent of the corresponding network interface. Otherwise, check whether the destination IP address is 

one of the IP addresses in the routing table. If it is there, the IP packet is sent of the corresponding router. 

Otherwise, drop the packet or the packets will discard. This confirmation takes time which for N no of packets 

stands in the queue. 
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Role of Buffer in Router 

Buffer is the part of Router unit. Moving packets are entering into buffer unit to forward the packets to the 

particular routes. Here queuing delay is the single biggest cause of uncertainty in today’s Internet as buffers 

creates queuing delay and delay variance, which dissipates heat energy during this queuing delay because of 

heavy Load. It cause packet loss, and when they undergo this heat degradation it affects throughput of entire 

network. 

1) If  THERMALAvg <MINth, then no packet drops and marks occur. 

2) If  MINth<THERMAL Avg<MAXth, then the packets are randomly marked with a certain 

probability. 

 

Buffer size 

B= 2T×C/√N 

Here, 2T is the effective round-trip propagation delay of a flow through the router (RTT), and C is the capacity 

of the bottleneck link, N is the number of flows sharing the bottleneck. Since packet delay varies in the queue, 

jitter increases. This jitter variation and congestion in the window size while analyzing   route of the packets are 

playing major role to create heat energy in the buffer. In this paper it is proposed that Upgraded virtual buffer in 

router is simulated and no of packet discarding mechanism is traced out through the packet tracer software for 

each heat variation in the buffer and its reducing technology.  

 

 
 

2. THE RESEARCH METHOD 

 

In the upgraded virtual buffer size, there are seven units were present in the function. Define Subset data is the 

first logic when data’s entering to the router. Data’s are defined by IP addresses and to forward to the flow 

match configuration. Here same IP address packets are segregated and call the batch match logic data. In this 

unit group packet are analyzed and aligned. Aligned packets are executed and mismatching IP Addresses 

packets are dropped out. During this time bottle neck occurs in buffer unit, yellow coloured states are dissipated 

heat energy .in figure (ii).In order to enhance the performance of the Buffer unit, Special   design called path 

diversity are used   in Review batch section shown in Fig (iii). For the   eastward source-destination pairs, such 

as S3 − D3 andS6 − D6, the east-north (EN) turn and east-south (ES) turn are only allowed at even columns. For 

the westward pairs, such as S4 − D4 and S5 − D5, the west-north (WN) turn and west-south (WS) turn are only 

allowed at odd columns. Path diversity is the basic mechanism used in   review batch to reduce heat dissipation. 

The power profile medium thermal limits, setting suitable D is essential to improve the thermal-limited 

throughput. Because the vertical traffic loading is redistributed by the proposed routing-based traffic migration 

method, the channel loading will be unbalanced. We will propose the vertical buffer allocation method to solve 

this problem, and we introduce our systematic design flow to find the most suitable downward level. Path is 

cumulated   into the lateral paths on XY plane and the vertical paths along Z direction. Actually packets are 

moving into   the proactive routing where divided into two parts: the lateral routing and the vertical routing. 

Upgraded design goal of the lateral routing is to balance the lateral traffic loading on each XY plane; the Main 

design goal of the vertical routing is to accommodate the various vertical traffic loadings for different thermal 

limits. If   the thermal limit is high, the temperature bounded traffic load is can be high. The throughput 

maximization  
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     If  

Thermal lim = high D = 0 can keep the lateral routing layer unchanged 

If  

Thermal lim =low D ≥0 can keep the lateral routing layer changed 

 

 
 

Figure ii  Buffer functions where heat dissipated and its control structure 

 

 
 

Figure iii Path Diversity element 

 

 
 

Figure iv Thin Silicon oil sheets 

 
 

TCP throughput has been analyzed with the buffer size impact on it. It has been found that with increasing 

thermal energy are proportional to throughput and the performance of the TCP increases. In the proposed 

methodology using this path diversity method the heat dissipation is maintained and packet dropping is slowly 

reduced. In path diversity silicon thin sheets are located under the review batch to balance the temperature 
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variation. Whenever the packets were standing in the SRAM buffer unit its temperature raises upto 25 watts 

which were   calculated by watt meter. This thin film is made by silicon oil which   has been also widely used 

since their unusual rheological properties, low surface tension, and non-volatile. It maintains temperature rate of 

router. Hence Packet dropout in the unit is reduced it can be viewed in below simulation process. 

 

3. SIMULATION PROCESS 

4.  
Packet tracer is the software where to find no of packet dropping in the nodes. The following figure is shown 

that the result of packets in the nodes. Here there are Seven nodes, one Hub and one Switch where used to 

transfer the data from source to destination. Table 1 shows the parameter programme. 

 

 
 

Figure v Packet Tracer in Nodes 

 

Four routers are connected under one hub and this router; three routers are connected under one switch. This is 

the basic configuration used in simulation process. 

 

Parameter value 

Bandwidth 10MB 

Delay 20ms 

Jitter 20ms,5ms,3ms 

Queue weight .0002 

Throughput 5 

Queue limit 100 

Packet Size 1000 bytes 

Thermal energy 3 

 

This above mentioned Table is included with basic requirement of the group of network. For ease of managing 

network within stipulated nodes all mentioned parameters were tabulated. Whenever it is calculated in TCP 

layer throughput is also increased according to the temperature but in some causes concurrently packet is also 

increases. Our simulator is used to identify that   packet and proposed technology.  

Packet Movements in Downstream Upstream nodes, 

   

1 2 6 6 7 3 4 5 

 

Upstream nodes 

6 6 1 1 1 1 3 

 

Below output is graphical representation of simulated output taken from packet tracer. Bandwidth ,Delay, Jitter, 

Temperature variation, Discarding packet,  average no of packets arrival are traced out from tracer and 

mentioned. Figure vi (a) Parameter of simulated output with Path Diversity In   above figure when the packet 

arrives from nearer node the temperature of the  review batch varies from 15 to 20,Hence discarding packet due 
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to this heat dissipation is varied from 0 to 10. In   above figure when the packet arrives from nearer node the 

temperature of the  review batch varies from 15 to 20,Hence discarding packet due to this heat dissipation is 

varied from 0 to 3 no’s only. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure vi (b) Parameter of simulated output without Path Diversity 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The ultimate objective of this implementation was to enhance digital communication network in data 

communication. Here results and conclusions obtained from packet tracer software from implemented router. a 

Path diversity mechanism is presented in buffer block review batch to enhance network performance to reduce 

packet discarding. When the incoming traffic is burst, the current internet router buffers fail to control 

congestion effectively. But in review batch if we placed   path diversity block in buffer unit, which produces 

significant improvement in controlling packet loss due to heat dissipation without any need for special 

parameterization. Two experiments were done using Packet tracer simulator and the outcome shows that the 

path diversity controller has reduced packet loss when compared to traditional mechanisms. The simulation is 

designed to maintain adaptive buffer space under a sudden change in congestion level which prevents the 

internet router buffers from becoming full when congestion occurs. 
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